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It is a joy and a privilege for me to be here with you all — friends and colleagues of very long standing and new (dare I say “younger”?) colleagues with whom I look forward to forming lifelong friendships.

"[Much of the depressing material that we have been discussing has to do not with substance, but with procedure — who can gain access to the courts or legislatures, what statutory or regulatory language will be held to be enforceable at the instance of private plaintiffs, etc.** Although this is not what I am going to discuss, I do want to underscore that access to the courts and legislatures is crucial. I never understand why so-called conservatives want to keep people out of these institutions, for when aggrieved people do not have such access, they are more likely to express their grievances in other ways, often including violence.]"

I want to focus on the substance of our work and to talk about how I think

---
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1. As Nadine Gordimer, Nobel Laureate, wrote in reflecting on the fiftieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

   [w]hen people are deprived over years of any recourse to the provisions of civil society as a means of seeking redress for their material and spiritual deprivations, they lose the faculty of using the law when, at last, such recourse is open to them. The result of this conditioning now is fashionably called ‘the culture of violence’

   . . . . .

Nadine Gordimer, Foreword to The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beyond viii (Yael Danieli, Else Stamatopoulou, & Clarence J. Dias, eds., 1999) (emphasis in original) [hereinafter UDHR: FIFTY YEARS AND BEYOND].
we ought to be developing that substance. In doing so, I will expand today upon a theme I sounded at the Litigation and Advocacy Directors Conference here in Snowbird in 2002. I hope you will read that speech and a pertinent article of mine, called *The Lawyer as Abolitionist.* The speech is on [the National Legal Aid and Defender's Association]'s webpage and on my [Indiana University] webpage. I will put this speech and links or citations to several articles and books relevant to what I am about to say on the NLADA webpage and on my IU webpage.

The theme I want to develop is this: legal services and legal aid are part of a movement that has both depth and breadth. The depth is historical — legal services grew out of twentieth century anti-poverty and civil rights advocacy (which was called human rights advocacy) and nineteenth century anti-slavery and women's rights campaigns — all of this is part of the great movement for human rights, which has ancient roots. The breadth incorporates the modern spectrum of human rights protections — for people of color; women; children; language minorities; people with disabilities; people who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered; people who are poor; immigrants; refugees; displaces. The breadth is not only national, but international; indeed, universal.

Since the middle of the twentieth century, this doctrine of human rights has been codified in a set of international documents. Human rights have been codified also in the constitutions of other countries (such as South Africa) and regional organizations (such as the Council of Europe's European Convention on Human Rights). The range of protection is vast: international and foreign human rights law protects civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights. Its prohibitions of discrimination are broader than those expressed in domestic U.S. law.

I am here to urge that in all of our work we ought to be using the standards of international and foreign human rights law. I think that we ought

---


4. See *infra,* Recommended Reading.

5. *Id.*


to be doing this in all forums — in federal and state courts, in Congress and in state legislatures and city councils, in the media, and in every venue in which we contribute to public education — giving speeches, writing letters to the editor and op-ed pieces, participating in blogs, and talking to our families and friends. Whatever we are doing, whatever issues we are addressing, whatever arguments we are making, whatever forums we are employing, we always ought consciously to add a human rights component.

Now, you might be inclined to react to this by thinking that I have gone off the deep end — that it was bad enough that I thought that we could end poverty and homelessness in our time, but it is ridiculous to think that we can do that by importing into domestic jurisprudence and common discourse the standards of international and foreign human rights law. I hope to persuade you that this is not ridiculous — that it is the logical next step in the program that started with validating the full humanity and citizenship of people of color and of women. Please remember that much that seemed ridiculous a hundred years ago is completely accepted now.

One hundred years ago, in the United States, women could not vote. One hundred years ago, in most of the United States, African-Americans could not vote, either — prevented not by laws but by widespread, governmental and private violations of laws and the use of such trickery as all-white primaries. One hundred years ago, "separate but equal" was the legally accepted rule, and "separate and unequal" was the reality — in education (from grade school through professional education); in transportation (interstate and intrastate); in employment (public and private); in public accommodations; in healthcare — in every aspect of our lives.

I will not bore you with more details; I am sure you take the point. Our legal, political, and social system has changed dramatically since 1906. We can only begin to imagine how our legal, political, and social system will change in the next one hundred years; but we can and must help to shape those changes by advancing a discourse of human rights.

We, as lawyers, have great skills of advocacy and persuasion and the ability to compel people to pay attention to us. [Recalcitrant, haughty officials always are astonished that they have to respond to accusations made by gadflies, whether those accusations are made in the public discourse or in court.] We, as advocates for poor and oppressed people, have the power to advance the recognition and protection of fundamental human rights in the United States. We have that power, and we also have that duty.

9. See Roisman, The Lawyer as Abolitionist, supra note 3.

10. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, at 71, U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 1st plen. mtg., U.N. Doc A/810 (Dec. 12, 1948) art. 29(1) [hereinafter UDHR]. The UDHR provides that "[e]veryone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible." As Nobel Laureate John Polanyi has written, this "refers to the individual's obligation to act in support of those rights. The time has come to underscore the fact that our and others' rights are contingent on our willingness to assert and defend them." UDHR: FIFTY YEARS AND BEYOND, supra note 1, at xii.
The use of human rights discourse is much more advanced in South Africa, Europe, and other parts of the world than it is in the United States, but it seems to me inevitable that the U.S. will move forward from its current backward status and submit to enforceable legal protection of human rights, as other countries already have. Because this program involves legal standards, it’s peculiarly within the province of us as legal advocates — although I do want to emphasize, as this entire conference testifies, that we need to do our persuasive work in the media and with the public in order to make legislators, executives, and judges ready to accept and enforce these principles.

In the brief time I have, I want to explain some of the reasons why I am positive that the time is ripe for us to be using human rights law and then outline some of the riches available in human rights jurisprudence.

I. WHY THIS ISN’T JUST “PIE IN THE SKY”

[As legal services/legal aid lawyers, of course it is part of our job to know what courts are holding now and what they are entertaining as bases for decision. But it also is a crucial part of our job to know what courts ought to be holding, and what they ought to be entertaining as bases for decision. And that means that we ought, persistently, to be presenting to state and federal courts the standards established in international law and applied in countries more humane than the United States, so that the courts of the United States may be able to catch up to the rest of the civilized world.]

We should be using international and foreign human rights law, even if domestic courts were now totally resistant to consideration of such doctrine. But the fact is that domestic courts have been considering such legal principles. Indeed, as I will explain in a bit more detail in a minute, a majority of the Supreme Court — a majority of the current, John Roberts, Supreme Court — has been using international and foreign human rights law in its decisions.

The Rehnquist Court moved gradually to using international and foreign human rights standards in its opinions. To cite only quite recent cases, in 2003, in Lawrence v. Texas, Justice Kennedy, writing for a five-member majority of the Court, referred to a decision of the European Court of Human Rights, citing an amicus brief filed on behalf of Mary Robinson, former U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees.¹¹

Lawrence v. Texas, of course, was the case that overruled Bowers v. Hardwick.¹² In his concurring opinion in Bowers v. Hardwick, Chief Justice Burger had said that homosexual conduct had “been subject to state

¹¹. Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 576-77 (2003); see also Kenji Yoshino, Covering: The Hidden Assault on Our Civil Rights 188 (2006) (discussing preparation of this brief by “a team centered at Yale Law School” who “argued that decisions by international tribunals and courts in other Western democracies had recognized the fundamentality of the right to adult consensual sexual intimacy.”).

intervention throughout the history of western civilization. Condemnation of those practices is firmly rooted in Judeo-Christian moral and ethical standards."

The Lawrence majority responded to Chief Justice Burger's statement by referencing the European Court of Human Rights decision and noting that "other nations, too, have taken action consistent with an affirmation of the protected right of homosexual adults to engage in intimate, consensual conduct." The Lawrence court concluded that "the right the petitioners seek in this case has been accepted as an integral part of human freedom in many other countries."

In his 2003 speech to the American Society of International Law, Justice Breyer explained why he — and Justices O'Connor, Ginsburg, Stevens, and Souter — have found foreign or international law pertinent. After describing "five different ways in which foreign or international law has a growing impact on" the work of the Supreme Court, Justice Breyer urged lawyers to present such arguments. He said:

Neither I nor my law clerks can easily find relevant comparative material on our own. The lawyers must do the basic work, finding, analyzing, and referring us to, that material. I know there is a chicken and egg problem. The lawyers will do so only if they believe the courts are receptive. By now, however, it should be clear that the chicken has broken out of the egg. The demand is there.

13. Id. at 196 (Burger, C.J., concurring).
14. Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 576; see also Jeffrey Toobin, Swing Shift: How Anthony Kennedy's Passion for Foreign Law Could Change the Supreme Court, THE NEW YORKER, Sept. 12, 2005, at 48 (quoting Justice Kennedy as saying:

[w]hen Bowers was being argued, the European Court of Human Rights had just decided Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, which went exactly the way the defendant wanted our court to go . . . . Yet the lawyers didn't even cite it in their briefs . . . .

Today, no lawyer would think of not telling us how courts around the world have approached the same question.

Id.)
15. Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 577.
17 Breyer, supra note 16, at 4; see also Jeffrey Toobin, supra note 14, at 48 (noting that "[i]n many American courts, including the Supreme Court, foreign nations and international organizations regularly file briefs citing their own laws" and quoting Anne-Marie Slaughter, Dean of the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University, as saying "[t]he opinions of foreign and international courts are out there, easy to get, and the briefs are being filed. If the Justices didn't cite them, it would be like pretending the
Justice Breyer urged lawyers and law students to present arguments based on foreign and international legal principles, not only in litigation, but also "among the interested publics, affected groups, specialists, legislatures, and others, who interact through meetings, journal articles, the popular press, legislative hearings," and in the many other ways that he says law is created. 18

This kind of non-litigation advocacy can be immensely important. In a moment, I will cite one of my favorite examples, but first I want to discuss with you the Supreme Court's 2005 decision in Roper v. Simmons, in which a majority of the Court held that the Constitution bars execution of an offender who was older than fifteen, but younger than eighteen, when he committed the capital crime. 19

It is important to note that the four dissenters in Roper v. Simmons were Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices O'Connor, Scalia, and Thomas — meaning that the substitutions of Chief Justice Roberts for Chief Justice Rehnquist, and Justice Alito for Justice O'Connor, would make no difference in the result. 20

The majority opinion, written by Justice Kennedy (and joined by Justices Stevens, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer), incorporated, and thereby made more authoritative, language from a 1958 plurality opinion in Trop v. Dulles. Quoting Trop, the Roper court said that to interpret "expansive language in the Constitution, . . . we have established the propriety and affirmed the necessity of referring to 'the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.' " 21 The Court's holding in Roper was based on its conclusion that a "national consensus against the death penalty for juveniles" had developed within the United States; 22 but the majority went out of its way to discuss how this holding relates to international legal standards and the laws of other nations. 23 The Court said that, at least since the Trop decision in 1958, "the Court has referred to the laws of other countries and to international

rest of the world didn't exist"); see also id. at 50 (quoting Justice Kennedy as stating:
[the European courts, in particular the transnational courts, have been somewhat concerned, and some feel demeaned, that we did not cite their decisions with more regularity . . . . They cite ours all the time. And, basically, they were saying, [w]hy should we cite yours if you don't cite ours?

Id.).

20 It is also worth noting that Justice O'Connor expressly disagreed with the other three dissenters' objections to the use of international and foreign law, as I will discuss after I have outlined the majority opinion. Id.
21 Roper, 543 U.S. at 560-61, (quoting Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958)). Justice O'Connor, dissenting in Roper, agreed with Trop's statement that the Eighth Amendment "must draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society." Id. at 587, 589 (O'Connor, J., dissenting).
22 Roper, 543 U.S. at 564.
23 It is interesting that in Roper, the State of Missouri, as well as the defendant, used international law as a basis for its argument. The State, urging that there was not a national consensus against capital punishment for juveniles, noted that when the Senate ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, "it did so subject to the President's proposed reservation regarding" the prohibition of capital punishment for juveniles. Id. at 567.
authorities as instructive for its interpretation of the Eighth Amendment's prohibition of 'cruel and unusual punishments.'\(^{24}\) The Court supported this by citing the plurality decision in \textit{Trop} ("the civilized nations of the world are in virtual unanimity that statelessness is not to be imposed as punishment for crime"); the 2002 decision in \textit{Atkins v. Virginia} (recognizing that "within the world community, the imposition of the death penalty for crimes committed by mentally retarded offenders is overwhelmingly disapproved");\(^{25}\) the 1988 plurality opinion in \textit{Thompson v. Oklahoma} (noting the abolition of the juvenile death penalty "by other nations that share our Anglo-American heritage, and by the leading members of the Western European community");\(^{26}\) the 1982 decision in \textit{Enmund v. Florida};\(^{27}\) and the 1977 plurality opinion in \textit{Coker v. Georgia}.\(^{28}\) The \textit{Roper} court then referred to the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (ratified by every country but Somalia and the U.S.), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the American Convention on Human Rights, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, and amicus briefs submitted by the European Union, the Human Rights Committee of the Bar of England and Wales, former U.S. diplomats, and President James Earl Carter, Jr., et al. The Court also referred to the practices of other nations, noting that only seven countries other than the United States had executed juveniles since 1990, and that since then each of the other countries had either abolished or publicly disavowed the practice.\(^{29}\) The court gave particular emphasis to the practice in the United Kingdom "in light of the historic ties between our countries and in light of the Eighth Amendment's own origins."\(^{30}\)

The \textit{Roper} Court said that "[i]t is proper that we acknowledge the overwhelming weight of international opinion . . . [; t]he opinion of the world community, while not controlling our outcome, does provide respected and significant confirmation for our own conclusions."\(^{31}\) The Court concluded by stating that "[i]t does not lessen our fidelity to the Constitution or our pride in its origins to acknowledge that the express affirmation of certain fundamental rights by other nations and peoples simply underscores the centrality of those same rights within our own heritage of freedom."\(^{32}\) [Thus, we see that a

\(^{24}\) \textit{Id.} at 575.


\(^{30}\) \textit{Roper}, 543 U.S. at 577.

\(^{31}\) \textit{Id.} at 578.

\(^{32}\) \textit{Id.} Justice O'Connor dissented from the majority because she did not agree that a domestic consensus against the juvenile death penalty had evolved. \textit{Id.} at 604 (O'Connor, J., dissenting). Nevertheless, Justice O'Connor went out of her way to say that she "disagree[s]
majority of the members of the current, John Roberts, Supreme Court have used international and foreign human rights law in the Court's opinions. Justices Scalia and Thomas and Chief Justice Rehnquist opposed such use, but they have been and continue to command only a minority on the court. Moreover, the new Chief Justice himself has not ruled out the use of such material. At the confirmation hearings for Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito, Senators Kyl, Sessions, and Coburn, in particular, expressed their opposition to the use of international and foreign law and sought to elicit the nominees' views on that subject. While then-Judge Alito said that he did not "think that foreign law is helpful in interpreting the Constitution," then-Judge Roberts was more circumspect.34

As I mentioned, Justice Breyer's 1993 speech urged lawyers to make arguments based on international and foreign human rights law, not only in court, but also in other forums. An illuminating instance of the non-litigation use of international human rights law occurred in connection with one of the most important civil rights/human rights decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, Shelley v. Kraemer, and its companion, Hurd v. Hodge, in which the Court barred the judicial enforcement of racially restrictive covenants.

The decisions in Shelley and Hurd were a dramatic, indeed radical, change in the Court's jurisprudence, for the Court had repeatedly, and recently, refused to interfere with the enforcement of such covenants. Scholars have worked hard over the decades to understand why the Court made such a radical

with Justice Scalia's contention . . . that foreign and international law have no place in our Eighth Amendment jurisprudence. Over the course of nearly half a century, [t]he Court has consistently referred to foreign and international law as relevant to its assessment of evolving standards of decency." Id. (citing Atkins, Thompson, Enmund, Coker, and Trop). Justice O'Connor also wrote that "this inquiry reflects the special character of the Eighth Amendment, which . . . draws its meaning directly from the maturing values of civilized society." Id. at 604-05. Recognizing the distinctiveness of U.S. law in some situations, as urged by Justice Scalia, she stated:

this nation's evolving understanding of human dignity certainly is neither wholly isolated from, nor inherently at odds with, the values prevailing in other countries. On the contrary, we should not be surprised to find congruence between domestic and international values, especially where the international community has reached clear agreement — expressed in international law or in the domestic laws of individual countries — that a particular form of punishment is inconsistent with fundamental human rights.

33. Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of Samuel A. Alito, Jr., Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 109th Cong., 2nd Sess. 370, 410, 471, cf. 581 (2005) [hereinafter Alito Hearings] (responding to Senator Leahy: "Most of our common law is an outgrowth of English common law, and I think it helps to understand that background often in analyzing issues that come up.").

34. See Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of John G. Roberts, Jr., before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. 199-201, 292-293 (2005) [hereinafter Roberts Hearings]; see also Alito Hearings, supra note 33, at 471 (Senator Coburn asking Judge Alito if the Supreme Court should use foreign law, and stating that he "could not get Judge Roberts to answer [the question] . . . because of the conflict that might occur afterwards . . . ").
change. Everyone agrees that a big part of the explanation is that the U.S. Department of Justice participated in those cases amicus curiae, submitting a brief signed not only by the Solicitor General, but also by the Attorney General, and presenting oral arguments by the Solicitor General himself, Philip Perlman.35

Solicitor General Perlman told the Supreme Court that this was “the first instance in which the government had intervened in a case to which it was not a party and in which its sole purpose was the vindication of rights guaranteed by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.”36 Given that the participation of the United States goes very far to explain why the Court adopted the position urged by DOJ, the burning question then becomes: why did the Department of Justice take this dramatic step? Again, there are many elements to that answer,37 but part of the explanation lies in the use of international human

35. Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae supporting Petitioner-Appellant, Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1947) (Nos. 72, 87, 290, 291), 1947 WL 44159; see Seth P. Waxman, Twins at Birth: Civil Rights and the Role of the Solicitor General, 75 Ind. L.J. 1297, 1306 (2000) (“[T]here can be little doubt, in this period of utmost fragility in civil rights litigation, that the cautious Supreme Court would attach great significance to the position — if any — the Tenth Justice [that is, the Solicitor General] might choose to take.”); see also Charles Abrams, Forbidden Neighbors: A Study of Prejudice in Housing 220 (1955) (“[W]ithout the government's intervention it is doubtful that the Supreme Court would have accepted review” of the two cases.). Abrams misspeaks here, for the Supreme Court accepted review before the government expressed its support for the petitioners. The only amicus in support of the petition was the St. Louis Civil Liberties Committee. Clement E. Vose, Caucasians Only: The Supreme Court, The NAACP and the Restrictive Covenant Cases 196 (1959).


37. See, e.g., Vose, supra note 35, at 173 (stating that when the participants at the NAACP planning session in September 1947 agreed it was "important to get government in on" the case, Phineas Indritz, an attorney in the Department of the Interior who had been volunteer co-counsel with Charles Hamilton Houston in the Hurd case, advised "it would be a good idea for the directors of the various organizations represented to visit the heads of the various departments. There should be a well-coordinated group action to get behind these agencies"); see also Arnold R. Hirsch, Searching for a 'Sound Negro Policy': A Racial Agenda for the Housing Acts of 1949 and 1954, 11 Housing Pol'y Debate 393, 397 (2000) and Arnold R. Hirsch, Choosing Segregation: Federal Housing Policy Between Shelley and Brown, in From Tenements to the Taylor Homes: In Search of an Urban Housing Policy in Twentieth Century America 211-22 (John F. Bauman, Roger Biles, & Kristin M. Szylvian, eds., 2000) (describing the work of Dr. Frank S. Horne, an African-American who was the Racial Relations Adviser in the Housing and Home Finance Agency and a special assistant to HHFA administrator Raymond M. Foley); see also Philip Elman, interviewed by Norman Silber, The Solicitor General's Office, Justice Frankfurter, and Civil Rights Litigation, 1946-1960: An Oral History, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 817, 818 (1987) (Philip Elman said that he and Phineas Indritz arranged to have Oscar Chapman write to the Attorney General to request an amicus brief in the restrictive covenant cases and that he, Elman, was responsible for the letters that went to the DOJ from the NAACP, the ACLU, the American Jewish Committee, the American Jewish Congress, and other organizations, as well as the State Department); but see Randall Kennedy, A Reply to Philip Elman, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 1938, 1940 (1987) ("Elman's memoir is... a classic example of the treachery of nostalgia. In the end, its combination of factual errors and poor
rights law in a non-litigation context by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

On June 6, 1946, the National Negro Congress (NNC) presented to the United Nations a petition, drafted by Herbert Aptheker, seeking relief for the plight of African-Americans in the United States. The NNC did not have the organizational capacity or political credibility to pursue its petition effectively. But the NAACP, which had supported the NNC, then prepared its own, much more extensive, petition to the U.N.

Under the leadership of Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois, on October 23, 1947, the NAACP filed with the United Nations “an appeal to the world,” a lengthy, detailed, substantial petition protesting the treatment of African-Americans in the United States. Reacting to the NAACP’s petition to the U.N., Attorney General Tom Clark said, “I was humiliated... to realize that in our America there could be the slightest foundation for such a petition.” Speaking on October 27, a few days after the NAACP petition had been filed, Attorney General Clark declared that the Justice Department would move “...with as great vigor and force as is permitted under the law where states through negligence, or for whatever reason, fail... to protect the life and liberties of the individual.” He also announced the civil rights section of the Justice Department would be enlarged and strengthened.

On October 30, 1947, a week after the NAACP had filed its petition with the United Nations, the U.S. Department of Justice announced its decision to file an amicus brief in the restrictive covenant cases in the Supreme Court.

I certainly do not mean to say that the NAACP petition was the cause of the decision to have DOJ participate amicus in Shelley and Hurd, but I do think it is reasonable to believe that the NAACP petition had some impact on that decision. This is particularly likely in view of the fact that “only three months earlier, the NAACP had tried to enlist Justice Department support in a series of restrictive covenant cases, but neither Attorney General Tom Clark nor Solicitor General Philip Perlman was interested.” (Attorney General Clark,

judgments makes it unreliable legal history and bad reminiscence”); id. at 1948 (referring to “Elman’s... revisionism.”).

38. ANDERSON, supra note 5, at 80-81.
39. Id., at 81-92.
41. DUDZIAK, supra note 36, at 45.
42. BERMAN, supra note 40, at 66.
43. VOSE, supra note 35, at 169, 173; compare RICHARD KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE: THE HISTORY OF BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION AND BLACK AMERICA’S STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY 253 (2004) (“The week after the publication of the Committee’s report, the Department decided to intervene as amicus curiae.”).
from Texas, certainly was not then noted as a civil libertarian.) Some scholars have suggested that the reason for the change of heart was the administration’s interest in securing the votes of African-Americans in the North, but it is certainly reasonable to give to the NAACP (and the NNC) petitions credit for making the restrictive covenant issue even more salient for the administration and the voters it was trying to woo.

Moreover, it is pertinent that the brief filed by DOJ used international and foreign standards. The Justice Department’s brief relied on, inter alia, provisions of the Charter of the United Nations (which had been approved by the Senate as a treaty); a declaration of the U.N. General Assembly; a resolution adopted by the Eighth International Conference of American States at Lima, Peru, in 1938; the “Economic Charter of the Americas,” adopted by the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and Peace in 1945, which said that “the fundamental economic aspiration of the peoples of the Americas, in common with peoples everywhere, is to be able to exercise effectively their natural right to live decently . . .”; another resolution adopted by the Inter-American Conference, and a statement made by the U.S. Secretary of State at the conclusion of the conference in which he said that “we have rededicated ourselves . . . to American principles of humanity and to raising the standards of living of our peoples; so that all men and women in these republics may live decently in peace, in liberty, and in security.”

The Department of Justice also relied on a decision of the Ontario High Court in Canada and made the point that it had “found no English or Australian cases on the point.” In arguing against the covenants because they contravened a “policy of free alienability” of real property, the Department noted that “a few early British cases . . . looked the other way, but they felt the great weight of judicial and professional disapproval.” The DOJ argued that

---

45. Vose, supra note 35, at 172 (“Clark . . . had no name in the civil-rights field . . . . Also, like Clark, Solicitor General Perlman was without any public record as a supporter of civil rights.”).
46. See e.g., Clayton, supra note 44, at 127-28; Elman, supra note 37, at 817-18; Dudziak, supra note 36, at 25, 86; Berman, supra note 40, at 74.
47. Dudziak, supra note 36, at 47; see Tom C. Clark & Philip B. Perlman, Prejudice and Property: An Historic Brief Against Racial Covenants 21, 92 n.62, 101 n.11, 103 n.28 (1948). The brief also noted an apparently contradictory Ontario decision. Id. at 92 n.62.
48. Id. at 105-06 Clark & Perlman, Prejudice and Property, supra note 47, at 76-77, 99 n.7; see also id. at 92 n.63 (discussing “[t]he rather unclear state of the English common-law rule on restraints on alienation . . . .”) In this connection, it is worth noting that critics of the use of foreign law complain, inter alia, that using foreign law allows judges to “pick and choose among those foreign laws that we liked or didn’t like.” Senator Kyl, in Roberts Hearings, supra note 34, at 199. Then-Judge Roberts responded:

In foreign law you can find anything you want. If you don’t find it in the decisions of France or Italy, it’s in the decisions of Somalia or Japan or Indonesia or whatever. As somebody said in another context, looking at foreign law for support is like looking out over a crowd and picking out your friends. You can find them, they’re there.

Roberts Hearings, supra note 34, at 201. Chief Justice Roberts may have been referring to a
these authorities supported the argument that racially restrictive covenants should not be judicially enforceable in the United States. The Department of Justice may not be using international and foreign law under the direction of Alberto Gonzales and Paul Clement, but it has done so in the past and, I have no doubt, will do so in the future.

[I am not breaking new ground in urging that we use foreign and international law in our domestic arguments, in and out of court. Legal aid lawyers have been raising international human rights claims for decades, and public interest lawyers continue to do so. Connie de la Vega, Andy Scherer, Maria Foscarinis, and other legal services and public interest lawyers have been using and writing about using international human rights law in our advocacy. Some of our colleagues have been participating in such activities as filing with the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Housing a statement regarding housing segregation in the U.S., prepared for the 2005 North American Consultation on Women and the Right to Housing, and filing a submission on racial segregation and the right to housing before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in connection with the Commission’s consideration of the situation of the right to adequate housing in the Americas.]


I am by no means alone in believing that these efforts will be successful. Yale law professor Kenji Yoshino, in his fascinating new book, *Covering: The Hidden Assault on our Civil Rights*, says that “the Supreme Court’s shift toward a more universal register can... be seen in its nascent acceptance of human rights” and predicts that “the universal rights of persons will probably be the way the Court will protect difference in the future.”

II. WHAT WE HAVE TO USE

Having, I hope, given you reason to be open to considering the use of foreign and international human rights standards, let me briefly review what those standards are. Their genesis in public discourse in the United States can be dated to President Franklin Roosevelt’s 1941 declaration of the four freedoms: freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want. [These goals were embodied in the Atlantic Charter of August 1941, in which President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill seemed to “commit... the allied powers to improving the quality of life for the world’s inhabitants, and promise... a peace that would secure for all people the four freedoms, especially freedom from fear and want.”]

They were reflected also in the U.N. Charter of 1945, which provides that “the United Nations shall promote... universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” The four freedoms then became a “touchstone for the framers of the” Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), promulgated by the United Nations in 1948. And the UDHR then was fleshed out in two important international covenants, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on
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Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Subsequent conventions have dealt with, inter alia, the elimination of racial discrimination, the elimination of discrimination against women, discrimination in education, and the rights of the child.

Regionally, the Organization of American States adopted the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man in 1948 and the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) in 1969. The ACHR has optional protocols dealing with economic, social, and cultural rights.

There are additional conventions dealing with, inter alia, violence against women. The ACHR created the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in 1978. The “core of international human rights law” is contained in these six instruments: the Charter of the United Nations; the ACHR; and what is called the International Bill of Human Rights, consisting of the UDHR, the ICESCR, the ICCPR, and the optional protocol to the ICCPR.

International human rights law may be especially useful to us in two respects: its protections against discrimination (which are more expansive than...
are those in domestic U.S. law) and its protection of economic, social, and cultural rights. As to the first, Article 2 of the UDHR states "everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour [sic], sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, property, birth[,] or other status."\(^\text{64}\)

Article 2 of the ICCPR provides that

\[
\text{each state party to the . . . Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour [sic], sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth[,] or other status.} \(^\text{65}\)
\]

The ICCPR also provides that "each state party . . . undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional processes . . ., to adopt such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present covenant."\(^\text{66}\) The U.S. has ratified the ICCPR, which has the status of a treaty.\(^\text{67}\) The U.S. made its acceptance of the ICCPR subject to the understanding that such distinctions are permitted "when such distinctions are, at minimum, rationally related to a legitimate government objective."\(^\text{68}\) Even with the reservations, however, this is more generous than the prohibitions now included in U.S. domestic law, as it expressly prohibits discrimination based on language, property, and "other status."

As to the second, the UDHR states that:

\[
\text{everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age[,] or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.} \(^\text{69}\)
\]

This provision of the UDHR was then fleshed out in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which recognizes "the right of
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everyone to an adequate standard of living . . . , including adequate food, clothing[,] and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.”70 [To its shame, the U.S. has not ratified the ICESCR, but it has ratified the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, which applies to, among other things, “economic, social[,] and cultural rights, including the rights to housing; to public health, medical care, social security and social services; to education and training; and to work, equal pay for equal work, and just and favourable [sic] remuneration.”71]

The international human rights principles can be used not only in litigation, but also with the public, the media, and in administrative and legislative fora. In state and federal courts, the International Human Rights standards can be used in a variety of ways. As Professor Connie de la Vega lays out in her Whittier Law Review article, three of those are direct enforcement of treaties, using these standards as customary international law, and using international principles to interpret federal and state constitutional and statutory provisions.72 I would add to that, though this may only be making explicit what is implicit in the interpretive use of international standards, using international standards as a way of establishing what is public policy — which is essentially what DOJ was doing in its amicus briefs in Shelley and Hurd.]

For advocacy in the United States, I think it is particularly important to emphasize that the human rights language in these international documents originated in the United States and that it was the United States that advocated for the international codification.73

[To mark the fiftieth anniversary of the UDHR, the United Nations published a collection of essays about human rights. The essays were
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introduced by brief reflections from four Nobel laureates, one of whom was John Polanyi, a Nobel laureate in chemistry. I would like to close by telling you how he concluded his remarks — and I ask you to remember that he is talking about what scientists should do, and I think this applies even more strongly to us as lawyers. He wrote the following:

In challenging my own NGO, the community of scientists, to a greater degree of awareness and activism, I am heeding a passage in the Universal Declaration which I believe must figure more largely in the half-century to come. I refer to the phrase in Article 29 that, following a long litany of rights, refers to the individual’s obligation to act in support of those rights. The time has come to underscore the fact that our and others’ rights are contingent on our willingness to assert and defend them.\(^4\)

I repeat, to and for all of us: with respect to the human rights that grew out of the four freedoms enunciated by President Franklin Roosevelt and have been recognized in international law for more than fifty years, “the time has come to underscore the fact that our and others’ rights are contingent on our willingness to assert and defend them.”

Thank you very much.
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